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W ESS Brings Registration Online
New Online Web Enrollment Service Offers MSU Students 
Many New Services Once Only Performed on the VRS System
Student Center Transformer Replaced for $30 Grand
Problem Discovered after Squirrel Chews Through Wires; Causes Shutdown
By Inbal Kahanov 
Production Editor
New web capabilities 
including online registration 
for classes and access to 
grades, billing and transcript 
information, were recently 
added to MSU’s web site, 
launching WESS (Web Enroll­
ment Services for Students) 
this past week.
These additions are part 
of the newly enhanced fea­
tures now offered with SCT 
Plus, the administrative pro­
gram system already in use 
for the MSU web site.
Students can now use 
WESS to: register for, add or 
drop courses, review their 
academic schedule, check 
their registration status, and 
review their grades and tran­
scripts for MSU or transferred 
courses.
They can also look over 
their billing account sum­
mary and check any holds 
they may have on their 
record, view course descrip­
tions and the available 
courses still open for reg­
istration, change their pin 
number and view their 
address and e-mail address.
Information Technology, 
along with help and input 
from the Office of the Regis­
A maintenance fee of a 
couple of thousand dollars 
per year is also included.
For site security purposes, 
an encryption protocol was 
purchased from Verisign, a 
third party vendor, which 
encrypts all messages that 
are sent back and forth.
Other security measures 
include' an authentication 
protocol, which requires stu­
dents to enter their password 
and pin number upon enter­
ing their account.
"Between the layers of 
security, security hardware 
and the authentication pro­
tocol, hacking into the ser­
vice becomes harder,” said 
Edward Chapel, Associate 
Vice President of Information 
Technology.
"Obviously, it is not impos­
sible, nothing is immune. But,
I believe we have set up a 
good security service."
Initially, for registration, 
prior to 1989, students mailed 
in course requests that were 
keypunched in data pro­
cessing.
Course add or drops were 
performed in-person, requir­
ing add/drop  forms to be 
approved by staff mem­
bers.
In 1989 through 1995, full­
time undergraduate students
S ee "WESS" o n  p .3
trar. Bursar and Academic 
Affairs established these 
added services at the end'of 
April 2001, running a test ver­
sion for the past few months 
and going live with the site 
on Tuesday.
A staff member from Infor-
mation Technology, whose 
work is specifically dedicated 
to the project, will handle the 
running and maintenance 
of the site, and other depart­
ments will be involved in infor­
mation updating for the web 
site.
The cost for this service 
included a one-time pur­
chase of the module, which 
includes other online services 
and programs that will be 
added to MSU's web options 
for implementation in the 
future.
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By Lillian M. Aleman 
HewsEditor
A new transformer was 
installed in the Student 
Center last Thursday after the 
MSU physical plant was noti­
fied to replace the older one 
following last November's 
power outage.
The replacement started 
at 5:00 p.m. on Thursday 
afternoon and took about 8 
hours to accomplish.
The new transformer was 
manufactured in the Mid- 
West and arrived in NJ last 
Tuesday. High Energy, a 
company located in Cen­
tral New Jersey, contacted
the MSU physical plant and 
scheduled the transformer 
to be installed.
The problem would not 
have been noticed if the 
power outage, which was 
brought about as a result of 
a squirrel that had chewed 
through the electric wires by 
lot 14, hadn't occurred last 
November causing the arm 
thick, one to two-foot fuses 
to be burnt out.
During the replacement 
of. those fuses in November 
by employees of High Energy, 
it was suggested to the 
MSU physical plant that a 
replacement of the old trans­
former was needed because 
“as a transformer ages, its
ability is reduced.”
The old transformer 
had not been replaced 
sfnce the Student Center 
first opened, 
and accord­
ing to Chief 
Operations 
E n g in e e r,
G u ise p p e  
M a rzu  I o ,
"This was the 
p e r f e c t  
opportunity 
to replace 
it [the trans­
former]."
A temporary generator 
was installed alongside the 
old transformer and an emer­
gency generator, which is
used as a "back-up" in 
case power is lost within 
thev Student Center, as it 
was in November during the 
c a m p u s  
wide shut 
down.
"W e're 
[S tu d e n t 
C e n te r ]  
one of the 
few build­
ings on 
c a m p u s  
that have 
an emer- 
g e n c y 
generator," said Associate 
Dean for Student Life, Mar- 
garee Colerhan-Carter.
The reason for the emer­
gency generator is because 
the Student Center is one of 
the "newer buildings, such 
as Blanton Hall, that would 
be used in case of an emer­
gency as in-house shelter­
ing," said Carter.
After deliberating the 
quickest, most efficient time 
to replace the old 
transformer, a new trans­
former, costing approxi­
mately $30,000, was installed 
in the Student Center.
The cost of the trans­
former was generated from 
the "Student Center Auxil­
iary budget, Student Center 
fees, and a repair & main­
tenance budget for the Stu­
dent Cénter," said Carter.
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WAS THE PERFECT 
OPPORTUNITY 
TO REPLACE IT 
[TRANSFORMER]. 99
-CCuiseg/oe AAcrrzu/o, 
C hief O perations Engineer
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A copy of the Police 
Report not 
forwarded to 
The Montclarion 
this week. 
Please look next 
week for an update.
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A construction worker was electrocuted while another was 
critically injured Monday when metal scaffolding they were 
setting up dround a home touched an electrical wire. The man >1 
who died, who was not identified pending notification of his 
family, was pronounced dead at the Hunterdon Medical Center, 
in Remington. The other worker, Walter Cabrerra of Irvington, 
was airlifted to Saint Barnabas Medical Center in Livingston 
where he was listed in critical condition. Both men were part of 
a crew from Luis A. Chavez Construction of Belleville.
A Newark man died after the car he was driving collided 
head-on with a Jeep on South Orange Avenue last Friday. 
Thomas Davidson, 50, was transported to Morristown Memorial-.. 
Hospital trauma center. The Millburn Police Department and the 
Essex County Prosecutor s Office are investigating the accident.
Three people, including a 16-year-old boy, have been charged 
with the killing of an East Orange jeweler who was shot during 
the robbery of his'store three months ago. Damion Alston, 22, 
and the 16-year-old. identified only as A.F., were arrested last 
Thursday and charged with murder, robbery, conspiracy and 
weapons offenses. The judge ordered Alston and Howard to be 
held on $250,000 bail. The 16-year-old was expected to appear 
before a juvenile court judge in Newark. •
Compiled from The Star Ledger by Lillian M. Aleman
American Taliban fighter John Walker, will be brought back to 
the United States to stand tnal on multiple charges including 
conspiracy to kill U.S. nationals abroad. The charges do not 
carry the death penalty, but if convicted Walker could be 
sentenced to. life in prison. He was also charged with two counts- 
of providing material support or resources to terrorists, which 
could carry a penalty of up to 15 years in prison, o r a life 
sentence if death resulted from the act.
In the aviation security law passed in November, Congress gave 
airlines what some call flexibility, but others suggest is too much 
leeway. Options, such as bag matching, meant to ensure that no 
luggage goes on a plane unless the passenger who checked it is 
on board., manual searches of suitcases and bomb-sniffing dogs 
are some of the alternative ways to improve safety on airlines but 
could cause major delays.
Two students were shot and wounded at Mgctiri iuther King Jr. 
High School in Manhattan on Tuesday, the 73rd anniversary of 
the birth of the man for whom the school waS named. Police' 
recovered a .380 caliber gun in the school. School officials 
are now trying to determine how the suspect managed to get 
the gun into the. school, which has metal detectors at the main 
entrance.
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College Audits Pioneer An ERA 
Effort to Clean Up Facilities
By Jennifer Moroz 
Courtesy o f KRT Campus
The director of health and envi­
ronmental safety for Rutgers Uni­
versity is leading a team of inspec­
tors as the school 
reviews practices in 
its laboratories, scru­
tinizes underground 
storage tanks and 
pores over records 
for air emissions and 
pesticide use.
The goal is to 
uncover any over­
looked violations of 
federal environmen­
tal law.
In November,
Rutgers becam e one of the first 
universities in the country to commit 
to a comprehensive self-check under 
a federal program aimed at making 
large educational institutions more 
environment-friendly.
Temple University in Philadelphia 
also is auditing its facilities.
“This is a big place, and no one's 
perfect,” Quinlan said of the Rutgers 
system, which has more than 900 
buildings on its three main campuses 
in Camden, New Brunswick and 
Newark, N.J., and at its off-campus 
facilities.
"If there are things we’re doing 
wrong, we want to find them and 
fix them."
Becoming a model of environ­
mental stewardship was only part of 
the school’s incentive to agree to 
the intense self-examination. Under 
an Environmental Protection Agency 
policy, fines for any violations that 
Rutgers discloses and corrects will be 
significantly reduced.
The a lternative is risking a 
visit by EPA inspec­
tors, which, Quinlan 
pointed out, could 
mean "paying lots 
of money and get­
ting bad public­
ity.”
The EPA has 
been offering 
industry the oppor­
tunity to avert a 
messy enforce­
ment process and 
heavy penalties by 
disclosing violations since 1995.
Launched in 1999, the extension 
of that policy to colleges and uni­
versities is the latest move by the 
■ government to make environmental 
regulation more inclusive - and less 
antagonistic.
"The goal is to foster a more col­
laborative spirit between govern­
ment and industry," said Nina Habib 
Spencer, spokeswoman for the EPA 
regional office overseeing New 
Jersey.
Some EPA watchdogs, however, 
wonder whether such an honor 
system is the besfway to protect the 
environment.
Under the policy, the EPA can 
waive or reduce penalties for vio­
lations disclosed and corrected 
according to a timetable.
A facility does not, however, 
escape paying fines associated with 
any profit it may have made from 
breaking the law.
Realizing that companies were 
not the only ones posing a threat 
to the environment, the EPA in 1999 
launched a program to remind col­
leges and universities of their respon­
sibilities under federal environmental 
law.
The agency warned that inspec­
tions were imminent and encour­
aged the schools to take advantage 
of the self-audit policy.
"These are very large institutions, 
many of which are the size of small 
towns," Habib Spen­
cer said.
"We had gen­
eral information that 
much of the time 
they either d idn't 
think they were sub­
ject to certain envi­
ronmental regula­
tions, had forgotten 
about them, or had 
complied with them 
but not all the way."
Problems included the improper 
handling and disposal of hazardous 
waste, particularly in laboratories; 
boilers and furnaces that did not 
meet clean-air regulations; and 
sewage plants and underground 
storage plants that were improperly 
monitored and maintained.
While other universities, including
Temple, have taken advantage of 
the self-audit policy, Rutgers is the first 
to sign a formal agreement with the 
EPA, locking itself into a timetable for 
reporting and correcting violations 
at all of its facilities.
Quinlan put the school's costs 
for the audit, including labor, in the 
"hundreds of thousands." .
EPA officials "get a lot of regula­
tory bang for their buck,” he said. 
"We’ll inspect more than they ever 
could.”
EPA officials said any facility that is 
proved to have "knowingly” violated 
the law will not get consideration for 
relief under the policy.
Nor will the self-checks ever 
replace traditional enforcement mea­
sures, they said.
“The audit policy 
is not one in which 
EPA waives its right 
to inspect a facil­
ity," Habib Spen­
cer said.
Whether the 
agency, with its 
limited resources, 
would inspect a 
facility that has 
agreed to do its 
own audit is questionable, some 
environmental groups argue.
“There's a presumption that thosej 
who opt into the program are good 
actors because they’re going above > 
and beyond what is required of 
them,” said Bill Wolfe, policy director 
of the Sierra Club of New Jersey.
66 T h e s e  a r e  v e r y
LARGE INSTITUTIONS, 
MANY OF WHICH ARE 
THE SIZE OF SMALL 
TOWNS. 99
-Habib Spencer, 
Spokeswoman for the EPA
66 T h e  a u  it  o l ic y
IS NOT ONE IN WHICH 
THE E A WAIVES ITS 
RIGHT TO INS ECT A 
FACILITY. 99
-Habib Spenser. 
, Spokeswoman for the EPA,
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came to a registration site, where 
employees at approxim ately 15 
terminals entered student’s course 
requests into computers in real-time 
updating.
In 1995, the Voice Response 
System was implemented, which 
allowed students to access registra­
tion options by phone.
"We’re really excited about 
being able to expand our enrollment 
services,” said Registrar Denise De 
Blasio.
"I would like to see all students 
use WESS to register and manage 
their academic records.”
WESS offers most^of the options 
serviceable through the VRS, though 
does not yet allow for credit card 
and check payment capabilities, a 
prospect that is currently in planning 
and may be offered this summer, 
according to Chapel.
"It’s not the greatest site in the 
world yet and we know there are 
improvements to be made," said 
Chapel.
"We just thought that, for now, 
it was more important to implement 
it as delivered, to have something 
online and then improve on all the 
kinks.”
Currently, the VRS is still available 
to complete all the services it previ­
ously for students.
MIKE CAFARO / THE MONTCLARION
B e fo re  th e  fa c a d e  o f  C h a p in  H a ll c a n  d e te r io ra te  a n y  fu rth e r, w o rk e rs  s te p  in  to  re -fa c e  
th e  fro n t a n d  th e  b a c k  o f  th e  b u ild ing .
Getting A Face-Lift
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HowTo Cope When the World Says 'NO ’
College Students Deal with Rejection, Learning To Keep Their Sanity
By Simona Kogan 
Feature Editor
So your boyfriend or girlfriend dumped you last night. You d idn 't make the MSU soccer 
team. You sent out your resume to 
a few places that are looking to 
hire and they dec ided  tha t you 
are just not experienced enough 
to hold down a position with their 
company.
It's okay to go home and cry 
to mommy...IF that's your way of 
dealing with the hurt.
Rejection hurts. It's repercussions 
last for days and days and can be 
extremely hard to overcome. The 
pain can be immense for awhile and 
make you feel like a failure.
College students face rejection 
all the time. They experience it 
through classes, relationships, and 
looking for jobs in and out of school. 
What many fail to realize is that it's a 
normal part of life and one aspect 
of existence that everyone must go 
through.
One may feel like a failure, but a 
failure they are not. Rejection can 
be a painful memory, but that's all it 
should be - a memory. It can. be, if 
the person dealing with it knows how 
to put it behind them and move on 
with their life.
You may consider yourself a 
college student on the verge of a 
breakdown. You seem to try to do 
everything you can to save your 
relationship, find a job, get good
grades in class, and keep your sanity. 
But it seems like every last bit of hope 
is withering away along with your 
pride.
As melodramatic as this sounds, 
rejection for college students is an 
adamant part of being. Dealing with 
it can seem difficult at times, but 
not if dealt with the right way, feel­
ings of inadequacy and self-doubt 
can begin to subside as the student 
facing this rejection can (earn to roll 
with the punches.
MSU students, remember, you 
are not alone. Not only are there 
people out there who care about 
you, love you, and will be there for 
you to help you through the hurtful 
times when you are rejected by 
someone or something. But at the 
same time, remember that there 
have been countless others in this 
world that have been rejected just 
like you. Some have succumb to 
this rejection, while others look past 
it, leave it where it is, and move 
forward so that they can succeed in 
others ways. Many have continued 
doing what they do best, while fall­
ing to the criticism, and continuing 
on their quest for a meaningful life 
where fhey can sfrive to do what 
they love.
So as you dwell on that rejection 
you are facing this very .moment, 
think of how many people have 
faced  similar rejection and how 
many people have come out from 
under it to lead incredible lives.
There are ways to deal with the 
rejection that college students face, 
and ways to become better soon 
after it.
Five Wavs O f  Dealing W ith 
“Rejection
1. DON’T TAKE IT PERSONALLY.
Some people may not be quite so when it comes to rejecting someone 
else tactfully. There could be dozens of reasons you are rejected in one 
form or another. In this case, don’t feel it’s you making a mistake. The line, 
“ It's not you, it’s me" does not apply here.
2. KEEP TRYING.
As much self-doubt as you have at this very moment, keep trying. 
You will never get anywhere if you don’t even Writers who get rejected 
keep submitting. Girls and guys who get dumped will always look for 
someone new. Who knows, getting rejected might just mean you. aren't 
trying hard enough!
3. DON’T DWELL ON IT. MOVE ON.
So the guy you like doesn’t like you. So you submitted something and 
was told they had something be tte r. So the pain smarts a little. That’s 
natural. But you have to get on with your life! There’s nothing else you can 
do. You will never get anywhere if you don't.
4. KNOW THAT REJECTION IS A TEMPORARY THING
It doesn't last forever and you will eventually get what you deserve 
in the end. You will make- it in this world if you keep trying. Do you think 
all the famous artists, writers, entertainers, etc., thought they would get 
anywher e once they were rejected. They didn't know but they kept trying 
and temporary rejection turned into permanent success.
5. REMEMBER HOW COOL YOU ARE.
They, Too, Were Rejected...
Britney Spears and Justin Timberlake both lost to 
other contestants on Star Search.
Dr, Seuss’s first children book, And I Think I Saw It 
on Mulberry Street, was rejected by 27 publishers 
before finally being accepted by the 28th. It has 
sold six million copies...
Woody Allen failed English and motion picture 
production at NYU.
Minnie Driver found out Matt Damon had dumped 
her while watching the Oprah Winfrey Show.
Editors rejected Stephen King's book, Carrie, over 
thirty times.
Pablo Picasso’s work in the early years of his carer 
were rejected and disliked for being too different.
Rudyard Kipling, author of The Jungle Book, once 
received a rejection letter that read, “I'm sorry, Mr. 
Kipling, but you don't know how to use the English 
language. ”
Thomas Edison failed Math and was kicked out of 
school. Later, he went on to invent the lightbulb, 
movie projector, record player...
Movies such as E.T., Home Alone, Speed, and Pulp 
Fiction were all rejected by major studios.
J.K. Rowling, author of the Harry Potter series, was 
told she would get nowhere writing children's fantasy 
books.
Galileo was kicked out of the Catholic Church, 
for believing the Earth was not the center of the 
Universe.
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MSU Steers Commuters in the Right Direction
Organization CARS Strives To Get Commuters Involved with Orientation
By Inbal Kahanov 
Production Editor
With an over 70 percent com­muter population, MSU is viewed by many members 
of the student body as a drive-thru 
service rather than a permanent or 
semi-permanent residence.
Often, commuters feel 
neglected in the information, ser­
vices and programming that are 
offered to students, noticing an 
extensive focus on residence life.
Members of Student Activities 
have taken notice of this concern 
and chosen to tackle it, forming the 
Commuter Association Resources 
and Services, otherwise known as 
CARS.
Forming last semester and signifi­
cantly launching itself this semester,’ 
CARS kicked off its expected series of
programming this Tuesday with the 
New Student Orientation information 
session, which took place outside 
the commuter lounge.
Members of CARS came out in 
full force to show commuter students 
that they actually count at MSU and 
that their needs are going to be 
more greatly considered.
The orientation came to wel­
come students back to school for 
the Spring semester and to roll out 
their new expected programs.
Students were offered refresh­
ments and members of the “steer­
ing" committee, including Junior 
Valerie Wakeham, Freshman Jason 
Slocum and Carolyn Velchik, the 
undergraduate intern for student 
leadership development, distributed 
information packets to interested 
commuter students, ready to answer 
any of their questions.
Brochures and calendars were 
also handed out, along with surveys 
to assess the needs of commuters.
“We want to get commuter stu­
dents connected to campus," said 
Rob Vincent, graduate assistant to 
commuter students, "We want it to 
be something where the students 
don’t just come to MSU, park their 
car, go to class, and go home... 
We want to build a campus com­
munity."
The main focus of CARS and the 
information monthly open houses 
they provide is to attract commuter 
students to join organizations and 
take on leadership roles, which are 
otherwise mostly dominated by resi­
dent members of MSU.
Another expected service they 
are planning to provide is a com­
muter student website and a specific 
meal plan for commuter Students.
"When I came to this school as 
a transfer student, I felt out and 
wanted to get involved. So, I want 
students to feel like they are part of 
the community," said Wakeham.
Another active department in
CARS is Campus Recreation, which 
is actively working to recruit partici­
pants to its services.
"My focus is to make sure stu­
dents know about the programs 
and services we offer, because 
90 percent of the time, students 
don’t come because they don’t 
know," said Keith Fonseca, assistant 
director of campus recreation.
"We’re all selling a product 
that everyone pays for, but doesn’t 
know about."
In the coming semester, CARS is 
hoping to provide several programs 
and events and to see a significant 
improvement in the input and par­
ticipation of commuter students in 
campus life.
"We're looking forward to a 
great semester with lots of activ­
ities," said Director of Evening 
and Weekend Programming Greg 
Brown.
Why One Student's 
Break Went Too Fast
Student Lacey Smith Notices the 
Differences Between Livihg with 
Family and Living on Her Own
By Lacey Smith 
StaffWriter
A nd the question of the week is... "What did you do over break?" Let’s see.
The book I had intended to read 
continues to sit on the nightstand, 
with a gum wrapper marking the 
place where I left off, only a third 
through.
Most of 
the old 
friends I 
meant to 
spend time 
with have 
gone back 
to school as 
well, push­
ing our qual­
ity time together to summer vaca­
tion.
The piles of miscellaneous stuff 
still sits unattended to in my room, 
forever waiting to be sorted through 
and thrown out.
How on earth does one manage 
to do a month of absolutely nothing? 
Well, maybe that's not fair. I did do 
three things fairly regularly: stay out 
too late, go to bed too late, and 
feed my addiction to Free Cell.
I also efficiently sucked a few 
hundred dollars out of my bank 
account. Although I am not quite 
sure of where that might have ended 
up, I have a good assumption: 
Wawa. Those who live in South 
Jersey know exactly what I am talk­
ing about. Wawa is more than a
convenient store, it is a novelty 
and somewhere to go when you 
need comfort... ora hoagie. There 
is something about that big flying 
goose and the cappuccinos that 
gravitates me when I’m home.
During the break, I tripped upon 
the phenomena of higher educa­
tion nocturnal patterns. This, I 
discovered, was the reason I rarely 
saw my family. They awoke and 
prepared to go to school as I lay 
fast asleep. Then they came home 
and began other activities which
was my 
signal to 
get out 
of my 
p a j a ­
mas and 
shower. I 
w o u l d  
then eat 
b r e a k ­
fast and make plans as they ran to 
basketball practice. They came 
home and prepared for bed. I 
kissed them goodbye and went 
out for the night, to return shortly 
before they awoke for the following 
day.
Higher education nocturnal 
patterns means that I, a college 
student, am pre-destined to hold 
an opposite schedule of all those in 
the middle class world. I honestly 
tried to spend time with my family, 
but it just isn't meant to be.
Yet this brief time of laziness 
has come to an end, and we all 
come trudging back to our classes, 
or running to, depending on how 
much you enjoy the time with your 
family.
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A Column with real 
stories about real 
people dealing with life 
on campus.
'Conservation Club, 4p.m. SC Commuter Lounge
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'College Bowl Tournament, 10a.m.-3p.m. SC 411
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'Get started on your homework!
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'Latinisimo, 6-8p.m. SC Annex
'NAACP meeting, 7p.m. SC Cafe C
'A.S.S.I.S.T. meeting, 7:30p.m. SC Commuter Lounge
'Martin Luther King, Jr. Day
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'Protecting Women’s Rights: Making Your Voice Heard, Q
12p.m.-2p.m. SC 417 'S.P.E.C.T.R.U.M.S, 7:30-9:30p.m.SC417
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*WMSC meeting, 3:30p.m. SC 110 
'Greek Council meeting, 5p.m. SC 411
'Commuter Open House, 10a.m.-5p.m. 
Commuter Student Lounge 
'Pagan Student Union, 3:30p.m. SC 3rd Floor 
'ISO meeting, 3:30p.m. SC 411 
*WMSC meeting, 3:30p.m. SC 110
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*MSA meeting, 4p.m. SC 416 vf 
*SGA meeting, 4p.m. SC 411 
'Class One Concerts, 4:30p.m. SC 117
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72 Ways To Get Yourself in Shape For 2002
Your Personal Guide to Fitness Each Month
By Bob Condor 
Courtesy o f KRT Campus
Most of us likely feel that we have 
about a hundred things to do every 
week. In the spirit of lightening your 
load while boosting your health, here 
are a mere 12 positive things you 
can accomplish.for your fitness goals 
this year. That's one small change 
per month. Here's a monthly review 
to enhance your eating and physical 
activity patterns:
JANUARY
Let's start out with an easy 
change. Drink more water. Divide 
your weight by two, that's the 
number of ounces to consume each 
day. Chris Rosenbloom, a nutritionist 
at Georgia State University in Atlanta, 
says sticking to a "water schedule" is 
the best approach. Fill up your water 
bootleg and empty it at regular 
intervals.
F E B R U A R Y
Adopt the "rule of one." Roberta 
Clarke, a dietitian who operates the 
http://www.figurefacts.com Internet 
site, urges you to note the serving size 
on the nutrition label of packaged 
foods. If you feel eating just one 
portion (say, 16 chips) is not possible, 
then Clarke says don't eat the food 
until that's possible.
M A R C H
Breathe deeply. Sounds silly, but 
natural medicine guru and best-sell­
ing author Dr. Andrew Weil contends 
most people suffer from oxygen 
deprivation of sorts. He recommends 
the “four-square" technique when 
stressed: Inhale for a count of four, 
hold the breath for four, exhale for 
four, hold for four. Do it at least once 
each day.
APRIC
If you insist on visiting fast-food 
restaurants, Rosen­
bloom has an 
action plan this 
month: Skip any 
specialty sand­
wiches with sauces 
and cheese (a 
plain burger or 
grilled chicken is 
better). No super­
size meals or fries.
Pass on soft drinks.
No eating in the 
car. Bring the meal 
home to supplement-it with fresh 
veggies, salad and water.
MAY
"Take the fifth" in the fifth month. 
Sports nutritionists say the optimal 
eating pattern is smaller, more fre­
quent meals. The usual recommen­
dation is eating something nutritious 
every three hours, which is roughly 
your waking hours divided by five. 
For May, commit to eating smaller 
dinners and more food during the 
morning hours.
3UNE
During this time of long daylight 
hours, you can make a lifestyle 
change that will pay off during the
darkest days of winter. Wake up at 
the same time every day, weekdays 
or weekends. It will reset your per­
sonal “body clock,” which will help 
address any sleep problems and, sur­
prisingly, boost your energy levels.
D U C Y
As summer blooms, use this 
month to add more deep color 
to your diet. James 
A. Joseph, a Tufts 
University researcher 
and co-author of 
the book, The Color 
Code, has found 
pigment in vegeta­
bles and fruits are 
powerful protectors 
against heart disr 
ease and cancer. 
Blueberries and 
beets are top exam­
ples.
AUGUST
Personal trainer Teri O ’ Brien is 
quick to say "every movement 
counts." In her recent book, Despera­
tion Fitness: 101 Optimum Perfor­
mance Strategies For The Time Chal­
lenged, she recommends adding 
one rep to every exercise in your 
workout. Same goes for any extra 
steps you can add to daily walking.
SEPTEMBER
Clarke says too many people 
make the mistake of overindulging 
in white-flour pasta or white rice, 
no matter what the number of fat 
grams in the sauce. These foods
provide simple carbohydrates but 
that's about it. Better to make your 
pasta dishes with a one-to-one ratio 
between pasta and fresh vegeta­
bles, then add some protein.
OCTOBER
Do something nice for yourself 
every day this month. O'Brien says 
personal enjoyment and its rejuve­
nating effect is the most overlooked 
part of any fitness program. She 
encourages clients to take brief walks 
in the midday sun or daydream over 
a cup of tea. The idea is to take 
a five- to 10-minute break at least 
once a day.
NOVEMBER
As the holidays approach, commit 
to add one homemade meatless 
meal to your diet each week. It's 
less about the red meat or chicken - 
which are best used as “condiments" 
or side dishes - and more about 
adding grains and vegetables to 
your recipe box. For bonus points, 
buy whole-grain cereals and sand­
wich bread.
DECEMBER
In a month that challenges your 
health habits, make it a point to prac­
tice body awareness this December. 
Get in the habit of doing a five- 
second "body check” after meals 
or physical activity. If you feel over­
stuffed, make a note. If a brisk walk 
feels good, make a note. A key step 
to enhanced fitness is making the 
connection between your mind and 
body.
1
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Transforming lives...
Rosimar has cerebral palsy. And  
amazing determination. Thanks in 
part to the services she’s received from  
Easter Seals% now Rosimar knows she 
can do anything, Even swimming in 
the ocean. Easter Seals helped bring 
Rdsimar’s life into fu ll bloom.
To learn more, visit ' 
www. easter-seals. org
Creating solutions, 
changing lives.
Grad or Business School in Your Future? 
GRE courses beginning: 1/28 in Montclair, 2/3 at 
Rutgers-Newark, and 2/3 in East Hanover. 
GMAT courses begin 2/3 and 2/5 in East Hanover. 
Not too late for the April MGAT! Courses begin 
2/5 in East Hanover and 1/26 at Rutgers-Newark. 
Taking the June LSAT? Courses begin 4/9 in 
Montclair, 3/17 in East Hanover and 
4/13 at Rutgers-Newark.
Take Kaplan. 
Score Higher. KAPLAN
1 -800-KAP-TEST 
kaptest.com
W orld Leader 
In
Test Preparation.
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One M an’s Dream Relived Each Year
America Celebrates Martin Luther King, Jr.: The Man Who Yearned for
Freedom and Equality for All Peoples
By Allison Nazimek 
StaffWriter
Darkness cannot drive out dark­ness; only light can do that. Hate cannot drive out hate; 
only love can do that."
Even though the inspirational Rev. 
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. spoke those 
words years ago, his memory and 
deeds live on through others in the 
United States.
On January 15, our country cel­
ebrates a day ded ica ted  to the 
man who courageously fought for 
the unity of all people regardless of 
their race.
What most people don't know is 
that it took nearly two decades to 
make Dr. King’s birthday a national 
holiday.
Martin Luther King, Jr. was a 
civil rights activist who was the pri­
mary force behind the movement 
to retract the segregation laws in 
the 60s.
He was born at noon Tuesday, 
January 15, 1929 at the King family 
home, 501 Auburn Avenue, N.E.,
Atlanta, Georgia. Dr. Charles John­
son, the attending physician, deliv­
ered the first son to Martin Luther 
King, Sr. and Alberta Williams King.
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. was a 
very intelligent human being who 
was able to enroll in college at the 
age of 15.
King received a high score on the 
college entrance exams and was 
able to skip his juniot year of high 
school at Booker T. Washington High 
School and go directly to Morehouse 
College. King completed a Ph.D 
degree which was awarded on June 
5, 1955.
Numerous other honorary degrees 
were bestowed upon Dr. King from 
colleges and universities in the United 
States and from several foreign coun­
tries.
Between 1957 and 1967, a 
ten year bracket, Dr. King was 
granted approximately 14 honorary 
degrees.
Martin Luther King, Jr. was 
ordained a minister in February 1948 
at the age of 19 at the Ebenezer 
Baptist Church in Atlanta, Georgia, 
the same church where he served 
as co-pastor with his father from 1960 
until his death in 1968.
Once he 
w a s  
o rd a in e d , 
he became 
the assistant 
pastor of 
Ebenezer.
When he 
com pleted 
his studies at 
Boston Uni­
versity, he 
became the 
pastor of 
D e x t e r  
AvenueBap­
tist Church 
in Montgom­
ery, Ala­
bama from 
September 
1954 to 
N ovem ber 
1959.
He soon 
moved to 
Atlanta to 
take up the 
position to 
direct the 
activities of 
the South­
ern Christian 
Leadership 
Conference.
Not only was 
King an 
important figure in the Church, he 
was also an significant catalyst in 
the Civil Rights Movement. Rev.
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. was 
arrested 30 times for his participation 
in civil rights activities. He was presi­
dent of the Montgomery Improve­
ment Association, which was the 
organization that coordinated the 
Montgomery Bus 
Boycott from 1955 
to 1956 lasting 381 
days.
Dr. King served 
as the president 
and founder of the 
Southern Christian 
Leadership Confer­
ence from 1957 
to 1968. He was 
also the vice-presi­
dent of the Sunday 
School and Baptist 
Teaching Union Congress of the 
National Baptist Convention.
Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 
served on numerous national and 
local boards of directors. He also 
participated in on the Boards of 
Trustees of several agencies and 
institutions.
He received several hundred 
awards for his direction in the Civil 
Rights Movement. He was elected 
one of the most outstanding person­
alities by TIME in 1957.
Also in 1957, he was listed 
in WHO’S WHO IN AMERICA, and 
received the Spingarm Medal from 
the NAACP and the Russwurm Award 
from the National Newspaper Pub­
lishers.
Between 1957 and 1968, Dr. King
was honored 
with awards 
from the South­
ern Christian 
L e a d e rs h ip  
C o n fe re n ce , 
the Jamaican 
G overnm ent, 
the Catholic 
I n t e r r a c i a l  
Council of 
Chicago, the 
United Federa­
tion of Teachers, 
and the Laun­
dry, Dry Clean­
ing, and Die 
Workers Interna­
tional Union.
He was 
also awarded 
the Nobel 
Peace Prize at 
the age of 35 
and was the 
youngest man 
to receive the 
honor. Dr. King 
was also 
named TIME’S 
“ Man of the 
Year" in 1963.
Rev. Dr. 
Martin Luther 
King, Jr. was 
assassinated on 
April 4, 1968 on 
the balcony of the Lorraine Motel 
in Memphis, Tennessee by escaped 
convict James Earl Ray. Dr. King was 
in Memphis to help the sanitation 
workers lead a protest against low 
wages and horrible conditions.
His funeral was held on April 9, 
1968 in Atlanta at Ebenezer Baptist 
Church. Services were also held 
on the campus of 
Morehouse College 
where the President 
of the United States 
proclaimed a day 
of mourning and 
the flags were flown 
mid-staff.
Rev. Dr. Martin 
Luther King lies at 
peace on Freedom 
Plaza surrounded 
by the Freedom 
Hall Complex of the 
Martin Luther King, Jr. Center for 
Nonviolent Social Change, Inc.
On May 5,1977, the Martin Luther 
King, Jr. Historic Site was listed as an 
National Historic Landmark. It was 
also made a National Historic Site by 
the U.S. Department of the Interior 
on October 10, 1980.
Rev. Dr. Martin Luther Kings 
achievements and influences have 
influenced the lives of Americans 
across the country.
He will always be a man remem­
bered for his outstanding triumphs for 
the Civil Rights Movements.
Written on his tombstone are his 
immortal words taken from one his 
most famous speeches, "Free at last, 
free at last, thank God Almighty, I’m 
free at last."
La North Jersey Center For Reproductive Endocrinology And Fertility
EGG DONORS NEEDED! ! !
THE NORTH JERSEY CENTER FOR REPRODUCTIVE 
ENDOCRINOLOGY AND FERTILITY CENTER IS SEEKING EGG 
DONORS OF ALL EHTNIC BACKGROUNDS BETWEEN THE AGES
OF 21-32.
AS AN EGG DONOR, YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE 
AND MAKE ONE COUPLE RECIEVE A GIFT OF LIFE - A CHILD 
THAT THEY DREAMED OF HAVING.
RESIDENTS OF NEW JERSEY ONLY. EACH CANDIDATE 
NEEDS TO SEND A PICTURE WITH THEIR NAME ON IT, 
ADDRESS AND DAY-TIME PHONE NUMBER.
AFTER THE DONOR HAS COMPLETED AN EGG DONOR CYCLE, 
THEY WILL BE COMPENSATED $5.000.00.
For more information on our egg donor program call 
(973 ) 470-0303
and ask for one o f our Nurses. _ ____
1035 R O U T E  4 6  E A S T  
C L IF T O N , N E W  J E R S E Y  0 7 0 1 3
T E L E P H O N E  ( » 7 »  4 7 0 -0 3 0 3  
F A X #  (9 7 3 )  5 1 6 -0 4 5 5
COURTESY OF LIFE MAGAZINE
Each year, America celebrates Martin 
Luther King Day, a holiday devoted to a 
man who had a dream that people of all 
colors, races, and nationalities would 
be equal among a united nation. Martin 
Luther King preached for the freedom of 
aN, only to succumb to an early death
1
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Tired of Searching For The Perfect Guy?
Knowing Whot To Look For Can Help Anyone Find The Right Person
By Kathy McFadden 
StaffWriter
It isn’t easy being a woman in this day and age. Everywhere you turn there's pressure, pressure 
regardless race, age, econom ic 
standing and/or religious back­
ground. There’s pressure to get 
ahead in the work force (for less 
money than a man) while simultane­
ously raising a family. There's pressure 
to be strong and independent while 
remaining feminine and maintaining 
a healthy relationship.
Who has time to doggy paddle 
around the dating pool? Save time! 
Remember that one Saturday morn­
ing you spent separating your clothes 
into winter and summer piles? It is 
beneficial to do the same with your 
potential dates, whomever the tube 
of wonderful may be. Here are a few 
categories to get you started:
The Intellect
Destination: Art gallery opening, 
to Starbucks for a mocha latte 
frappe.
Pros: You can definitely expect 
deep conversation and heavy issues 
from this guy, and isn’t it always a 
plus to find a man who can actually
answer the question “ to be or not 
to be?’’
Cons: He’ll complain that your 
weekly gabfests with the girls are 
flighty and insignificant. Keep your 
guard up for a stale sense of humor 
as well.
The Rocker
during beer pong and there will 
never be a shortage of liquor or 
parties.
Cons: Expect nothing serious from 
the beer and burger set; this is 
strictly a goodtime friend. Quoting 
Nietzsche will only get you a blank 
stare and a renege on that free shot 
that was headed your way.
Destination: CBGBs, various seedy 
dives around the tri-state area where 
other obscure bands are playing.
Pros: He's never blah. The creativ­
ity and passion that every musician 
harbors is always a bonijs. And let's 
face it; a man who 
can rip through a 
guitar solo is unde­
niably sexy.
Cons: The rock 
and roll lifestyle 
without the perks 
of a private plane 
and a room at the 
Ritz. Expect to sit 
in on many a late 
night jam session, 
not to mention the 
swarms of scantily clad preteens 
who love to rush the stage.
The Frat Boy
Destination: Fuddruckers, Chili's, 
anyplace else to get stuffed and/or 
loaded for less than $20.
Pros: You’ ll laugh yourself sick
The Banker
Destination: La Traviata, La Luna, 
and any other Italian sounding res­
taurant that begins with "La", “ II” or 
“Bon.”
Pros: Who
doesn’t like to be 
wined and dined? 
You'll look great 
in the dim can­
dlelight and get a 
chance to wear 
those strappy heels 
you bought for your 
third cousin’s wed­
ding last year.
Cons: Your trusty 
Old Navy fleece 
pants are absolutely out of the 
question. Truly kicking back to this 
guy is khakis and a polo shirt to 
peruse Barnes & Noble after Sunday 
brunch.
The Couch Potato
Destination: His house.
66 H e’s never blah... 
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Pros: Those trusty Old Navy 
fleece? Not an option but a require­
ment for this sultan of sofa. He’s 
great to snuggle with and odds are 
you’ ll never have to worry about 
cheating. s
Cons: Forget being taken out and 
get used to take-out, sister. Every 
night is a Blockbuster night with this 
one. Enough said.
The Younger Guy
Destination: His mom's house.
Pros: You'll be the apple of his 
eye, that sexy, curvaceous Mrs. 
Robinson mentor that he'll always 
remember. He'll be at your beckon 
call whenever you're feeling less 
than 100 percent woman.
Cons: Expect to foot the bill or 
go dutch at least half the'time. You 
can’t exactly parade this piece of 
flesh around being that he doesn’t 
have an ID yet, and let’s not forget 
running the risk of Mom barging 
in to deliver his freshly laundered 
Superman underoos.
So there you have it. Next time 
your girlfriend from work begins with 
the same old, "You know, I have the 
perfect guy..." tell her to consult the 
chart, you have a. more important 
agenda.
Happy hunting!
w e'll push you to
the  [ed g e
; Igl then t e l l  you to jump»
It s in you. The desire to go farther than you ever have. To start where others stop. It’s why you 
' should consider Army ROTC. In this class, you'll face all sorts of challenges. And in the process, 
develop skills that’ll last a lifetime. Like how to think on your feet and be a good leader and 
decision maker. Register today fo r Arm y ROTC. And hold on tight.
A R M Y  R O TC Unlike any other college course you can take
any other college class.
Captain Jim Sejc$l§ky (973) 761-9446, sekelsja@shu.:§du
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Black Hawk Book Talks of Modern Day War
By Jerome D'Angelo 
StaffWriter
Black Hawk Down
M a rk  B o w d e n  
A tlantic M onthly P r
American knowledge of current events is pretty slim. As one of a dwindling number of politi­
cal science majors then, I shouldn't 
have been surprised that people 
have recently been asking me, 
"What war did Black Hawk Down 
take place in?" War? Not even 
close.
The 1993 American military raid on 
the city of Mogadishu in the African 
and gang-ruled country of Somalia 
was more like a massacre set to a 
soundtrack of fire-power and blun­
der. The book should’ve been called 
Black Comedy Down. America's 
true purpose in “Mog" is still debated; 
liberals will tell you it was oil and racist 
imperialism, conservatives will tell 
you it was a humanitarian effort to 
oust a local war clan. Whichever 
perspective you take, Black Hawk 
Down, the true-account novel by 
Philadelphia Inquirer reporter Mark 
Bowden, does little to divert the. 
reader's attention from the simple 
fact that October 3, 1993 was noth­
ing short of a bloodbath.
At first glance, cynics would be 
cautious to label Black Hawk Down
as non-fiction. After all, the accounts 
of the American Army Rangers on 
the ground that horrible day would 
be slighted a*nd bias. Certainly the 
whole story wouldn’t be told, right? 
Well those who read it will be glad 
to learn their preconceptions were 
wrong. Black Hawk Down illustrates 
the ruckus and mayhem of Somalia 
^through the eyes of all 
parties involved that 
day, be they Ameri­
can pilots, Somali civil­
ians, or radical mili­
tant thugs. The different 
perspectives given are 
perhaps what makes the book so 
marvelously morbid.
The book opens with the relaying 
of the purpose, at least in the soldier's 
view, of the mission at hand. Located 
in or around the Olympic Hotel in 
the downtown area of Mogadishu, 
several key members of the war 
clan
Habr Gidr lead by Mohammad 
Farrah Aidid, were gathering to hold 
a conference. The mission objectives 
were to surround the square block 
area, enter the building, and capture 
two of Aidid's top brass.
Headed towards the drop zone 
that morning, the Army Rangers in 
Super Six Four, or the lead Black Hawk 
helicopter, were confident that the 
mission would be a breeze. After 
their Hail Mary’s and other such 
false-sense-of-security-inducing clap­
trap, the Black Hawk Commander 
receives word that they’re going in.
Here comes the big red white
A Beautiful Movie?
Inbol Kahanov 
Production Editor
A  B éau tifu l M ind
Ron Howard 
Universal P ictures
A pparently, Ron Howard never learnt that when making a movie based 
on a book, it is probably best 
to have read it.
In his movie, A Beautiful Mind 
based on Sylvia Nasar's biogra­
phy of mathematician John Forbes 
Nash Jr., similarly titled, Howard pulls 
every string to make sure audiences 
will clap in the isles, including not 
telling them a few too many things 
about the mind he claims is beauti­
ful.
The movie spans the life of John 
Nash (Russell Crowe), an M.l.T. profes­
sor, now 73, who battles schizophre­
nia. In c little over two hours, we 
flash forward several times to see 
Nash transform from a brilliant and 
endearing, yet socially-inept, college 
student at Princeton, to a turmoil- 
stricken and paranoid professor at 
M.I.T., to an inspirational figure when 
he receives the Noble Memorial Prize 
in Economics.
Jennifer Connelly plays the role of 
Alicia Larde, Nash’s student at M.l.T, 
who oddly falls in love with, marries, 
and bears the child of the brilliant 
and reclusive Nash. Alicia is not
E
merely a striking beauty, but a bold 
woman, enduring the most trying 
moments of Nash’s battle with schizo­
phrenia, for which the movie com­
mends her.
The audience is left with Nash's 
message upon receipt of his award 
at the Noble Prize ceremony: a "love 
of a good woman conquers all, even 
mental illness” type of speech.
That Nash certainly conquered 
a great obstacle in battling his 
illness? Yes. That he is the purely 
sympathetic figure, that the 
love of one good woman did 
it all, that his schizophrenic 
episodes were as exciting as 
scriptwriter Akiva Goldsman sug­
gests? No. The movie does not reveal 
many details that Nasar's biography 
does, for fear that they may thwart 
r
PHOTO COURTESY OF YAHOO MOVIES
Russell Crowe stars as John Nash 
Jr. in A Beautiful Mind.
both the image of John Nash and 
Russell Crowe, the formeras a beauti­
ful mind trapped in an unfortunate 
circumstance and the latter as an 
American heartthrob, a place he
and blue hammer of justice. They 
were fighting for the greatest country 
in the world, God was on their side, 
and their heavily equipped Black 
Hawk’s were their protection. This 
was going to be quick and painless. 
For the Rangers, that is.
It was about a few seconds after 
the first American’s 
hit the ground that 
the real world trag­
ically collapsed 
in around them, 
leaving them far 
from protection 
and all the Ameri­
can convenience 
they had come 
to know and take 
for granted. They 
weren’t in (insert 
btble belt state 
here) anymore.
Perhaps the 
most saddening 
portion of the 
book is the scene 
following the 
shooting down of 
the first Black Hawk 
helicopter. The 
Black Hawk's, which were so heavily 
armored that they were deemed 
invincible, had been struck in the tail 
rotor by an RPG, or rocket propelled 
grenade. (Interestingly enough, 
many of the weapons the Somalis 
used against the Americans are 
the ones used by Al-Qaeda troops 
in Afghanistan. In fact, the book 
explains that some of the Somali
militia was trained by members of 
islamic Jihad.) The crowded city 
roared with delight as the copter's 
tail burst into flames and the whole 
vehicle spiraled to the ground.
The lack of preparation on' the 
part of the Army Rangers went way 
beyond not counting on such strong 
opposition. The 
Americans found 
themselves not 
knowing which citi­
zens were militia or 
which ones were 
non-militia. The 
Somalis used every 
manner of advan­
tage they possibly 
could, whether it 
was to hide behind 
livestock, fire from, 
secure positions in 
the urban land­
scape, or shield 
themselves with 
women and chil­
dren. The mind- 
numbing scenar­
ios of grim warfare 
combined with the 
non-sense and mili­
tary folly leave the reader befuddled 
by the sheer absurdity of the entire 
campaign.
There are, however, moments 
when the terror and misery are pre­
sented all too seriously. Several times 
during the course of the story, the 
perspective of the Somali citizen is
See "BLACKHAWK"on p. 12
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Concert Calendar
Thursday, Janurary 17
Lovage; Bowery Ballroom 
Freelance Bishops, The Waz; 
Knitting Factory
Friday, Janurary 18
Engine Orange; Castle Heights 
Lincoln Conspiracy; Elbow Room 
Los Straitjackets; Mercury Lounge
venues... venues... venues..
Saturday, January 1?
Dream Theater; B.B. Kings 
Bad Medicine; L'Amour 
Brian McKnight, Tyrese; Radio City 
Music Hall
Sunday, Janurary 20
The Jayhawks; Bowery Ballroom 
Munkiboo; Bitter End
Monday, Janurary 21
Reunion Show, Showoff, 
Student*Rick; CBGB 's
Tuesday, Janurary 22
American Nightmare, Hatebreed; 
CBGB's
Tenacious D; Roseland
Revelation Darling; Mercury 
Lounge
Wednesday, Janurary 23
Slightly Ripe; Acme Under­
ground
Jucifer; Knitting Factory
venues... venues... venues... venues... venues... venues...
Acme Underground; 9 Great 
Jones, New York, NY. (212)677-6963 
Bitter End; 147 Bleecker St. New 
York, NY (212)673-7030
B.B. King's Blues Club 243 W. 42nd 
St., New York, NY. (212)997-4144
Bowery Ballroom; 6 Delaney St., 
New York, NY. (212)982-6138
Castle Heights; 83-11 Northern Bou­
levard, Queens, NY. (718)898-9584 
CBGB’s; 315 Bowery, New York, 
NY. (212)928-4052 
‘ Elbow Room; 144 Bleecker St.
New York, NY. (212) 979-8434
Irving Plaza; 17 Irving PI., New York, 
NY. (212)777-6187
Knitting Factory; 74 Leonard 
St.,New York, NY. (212)219-3006 
L’Amour; 1545 63rd St, Brooklyn 
NY (718)837-9506
Mercury Lounge; 217 Houston St. 
New York, NY. (212)260-4700
Radio City Music Hall; 1260 Sixth 
Ave., New York, NY. (212)632-4000 
Roseland; 239 W. 52nd St., New 
York, NY. (212)777-6800
Albuh* Releases for 
Janurary22
Rock/Alt. -- Various: MTV2 Handpicked 
Rock/Alt. -  Nine Inch Nails: All That Could... 
Dance/Elct. -- Madonna: Early Years 
Rap/R&B ~ Fieldy-'s Dream: Rock n Roll... 
Country/Folk -  Raye, Collin: Can’t Back Down
Wovie Releases for 
September 7
Black Hawk Down (wide)- dir: Ridley Scott 
Josh Hartnett, Ewan McGregor, Tom Sizemore
Snow Dogs- dir: Brian Levant.
Cuba Gooding Jr., James Coburn, Randy Birch, 
Joanna Bacalso, Nichelle Nichols
Theater Openings
The Dinnerparty; Paper Mill Playhouse, Millburn 
NJ. Running From Wednesday Jan. 9 to Sunday 
Feb 10
Don't Drink the Water, Studio Playhouse, Upper 
Montclair NJ. Running From Friday Jan 18 to Sat 
Feb 2
So What’s Up Tigerlily?
Hey, are you in a band? Or perhaps you work at a cool place that is having cF special event coming up soon off campus. Or maybe your brass
y  i i  ®n^em^ e ls Performing over in McEachern Hall. Whatever the case is, if your event is related to the arts, we can list it here
Tigerlily only lists events for that week (from the Thursday we come out to the following Wednesday). For your event to get listed it, it tnust
reach us by the Tuesday before we come out.
Be sure-to include the name of the event (who's performing) where it's'being held,, a contact number for readers to get more information
on the event, and the exact date it’s happening.
Send all information to the following e-mail address;
tiger(i(yr*sU@kotmai(.com
Sites To Keep Your Sanity WithThis Semester
By James Topoleski 
Interim Arts and Entertainment Editor
The decorations are all packed away, the presents oppened and returned for cooler gifts, and 
evryones back to sitting through 
three hours courses that the proffesior 
doesn’t show up to untill hour two.
To help in keeping your sanity 
this semester, we have four sites 
that either help you releave stress, 
or help you 
finish that 
paper at 
three A.M.
SnapBubbles.com - Virtual Bubble 
Wrap
www.snapbubbles.com
Everyone knows the pleasure 
of snapping bubble wrap. The feel 
of the air filled plastic, the snap 
of pressing on one of the bubbles, 
the incredible addiction that is only 
stopped once the wrapping is deci­
mated. But what if there is no bubble 
wrap in sight. How do you cope? 
How do you release the stress without 
pinching out your roommate.
That's where SnapBubbles.com 
comes to help. If you’re looking
for amazing content or anything, 
you're out of luck here. This sites 
one and only 
focus is to let 
you click on 
little buttons 
that look like 
bubble wrap 
and hear the 
p o p p i n g  
sound that 
comes with it.
Want those super big bubbles that 
come with washing machines and 
other large objects? You can 
pop them here 
as well. While 
it doesn’t give 
you the feel 
that the real stuff does, it's great to 
hold you over until your lucky enough 
to steal some for yourself.
Chuck Shepard's News of the 
Weird
www.newsoftheweird.com
The countries longest running 
bizarre new feature, News of the 
Weird has found a new home 
on the web.
Founded in 
1988, News 
of the Weird 
sets out to 
prove that most of the time, the real
news can get much weirder than 
anything that can be made up
can. The 
co lum n 
is now 
run in 
over 250 
n e w s ­
p a p e rs  
a ro un d  
t h e 
world.
But for those of you who need 
your weird news now, or if you just 
can’t find a newspaper that carries 
the column, there is Chuck Shepard’s 
News of the Weird. Here you can 
read the most recent column, or 
search for articles by name, or by 
state. You can also see what articles 
Chuck has decided where no longer 
weird on the site.
While not flashy or graphic 
heavy, News of the Weird keeps 
readers interests by just showing you 
how weird life can get out there. 
Th# site is very well designed and 
navigation is very easy, actually 
much easier than some of the more 
upscale news sites like CNN and
Time. So 
if you're 
looking to 
make sure 
you’re not 
crazy, the rest of the world is, check
out News of the Weird.
The Slip-Up Archive 
www.slipups.com
If you have ever watched 
movies enough, sometimes you 
noticed that things are not exactly 
as they should be. .Take the recent 
The Lord of the Rings, if you look to 
the very upper right hand corner of 
the scene where Frodo and Sam are 
at the scarecrow, you will notice a 
car driving around in Middle Earth. 
Slip-ups like these and others are 
present in almost any movies and TV 
show out there, and 
The Slip-Up archive 
is here to help you 
find them.
On the site, 
you will find links to 
almost every book, 
TV show, movie and quote out there, 
and the mistake that was made. 
Some are minute, like a picture there 
then gone in a movie, or a shirt 
not exactly buttoned the right way 
between to shots. But others are 
huge mistakes, sometime making 
the rest of the plot of the show or 
movie make no sense, or a quote by 
someone make the person totally 
look like an idiot. You can also send
See "CYBERLIFE" p. 13
Chuck Shepherd's
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Blackhawk
continued from p. 10
shown. For instance, a young boy 
sees his friend shot and killed at the 
hands of an Army Ranger.
The boy vows then and there 
to fight for his country and against 
America, even though he had no 
interest in politics whatsoever before 
that. People in this country wonder 
why other nations hate us; reading 
the account of the young boy 
explains this in grave detail. Another 
of the book’s shattering moments 
is when Chief Warrant Officer Mike 
Durant finds himself down on street 
level and injured after the crash of 
Super Six Four. With the sound of 
enraged Somalis headed towards 
the crash site, Durant's thoughts 
climax into despair. His a ttem pt 
to defend himself and shoot down
PHOTO COURTESY OF YAHOO MOVIES
Ty B u r re ll ( le ft)  a s  W ilk in s o n  a n d  J e re m y  P iv e n  (on  
s tre tc h e r)  a s  W o lc o tt in  C o lu m b ia  F i lm ’s  a d a p tio n  o f  
M a rk  B o w d e n ’s  B o o k  B la c k  H a w k  D ow n .
incoming Somalis was a failure, and 
unable to move with his broken leg, 
finally was forced to give in. The 
Somalis beat Durant viciously, and 
he was taken captive.
If Black Hawk Down does nothing 
else, it reminds us that war is not a fun 
thing, and that battle is never glori­
ous. By interviewing both the surviv­
ing Army Rangers and members of 
Habr Gidr, Mark Bowden creates a 
story with the picture perfect detail of 
someone who had been in Mogadi­
shu that day.
But perhaps the most interesting 
thing that the book has over the 
movie is its independence from the 
yay-hooray-USA theme prevalent in 
many other war films. From the trailers 
alone. Black Hawk Down the movie 
has conformed 
itself to post 9/11 
nationalism. In 
the book, nei­
ther party seems 
to be demon­
ized, but neither 
party seems to 
be favored. As 
with all trium­
phant books 
such as Black 
Hawk Down 
they provoke 
more thought 
than the films 
made from 
them that only 
serve to sedate 
the brain.
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Birthday
H O W  O LD ARE YO U  N O W ?
Thursday, January 17 
Muhammad Ali 1942 
Al “Scareface” Capone 1899 
Susanna Hoffs 1959 
James Earl Jones 1931 
Jorge Sanchez
Friday, January 18
Kevin Costner 1955 
Cary Grant 1904 
Oliver Hardy 1892 
Scott Thomas 1970
Saturday, January 19
Janis Joplin 1943 
Robert Palmer 1949 
Edgar Allan Poe 1809
Sunday January 20
H O W  O LD  ARE YO U  N O W ?
Edwin “ Buzz” Aldrin 1930 
George Burns 1896 
DeForest Kelley 1920 
David Lynch 1946
Monday, January 21
Emma “Baby” Bunton 1976 
Benny Hill 1925 
Brian Cross 1981 
DJ Jazzy Jeff 1965
Tuesday, January 22
Bill Bixby 1934 
Olivia D'Abo 1969 
Willa Ford 1981
Wednesday January 23
Gene Hackman 1931
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Know someone who's celebrating a birthday soon? What else says "Happy 
Birthday" (on a very limited budget) better than getting your friend's name 
in the paper? Email msuarts@hotmail.com with the birthday kid's full name 
and year of birth at least a week before the date and let them know you really 
care., even though you may be really poor.
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Continued from p. 10
acquired after playing the muscular 
Maximus in Gladiator.
Alicia Larde did in fact bear 
Nash's child, John. Yet, this child was 
his second. The first, also John, was 
fathered with Eleanor 
Stiers, whom he aban­
doned. Alicia was also 
not the foremost sup­
porter through Nash's 
illness, divorcing him 
when she could no 
longer endure the 
brunt of his illness, 
recently remarrying 
him. Both facts would 
probably have been 
more difficult for an 
audience to stomach 
and continue support­
ing than the highly 
pleasing notion of love 
extracting Nash from 
the depths of mental illness.
What the movie certainly does 
not tell us Is about Nash's several 
homosexual affairs, which caused his 
loss of security-clearance at Rand, 
when soliciting sex in a Santa-Mon- 
ica men's restroom. It also embel­
lishes Nash's schizophrenic episodes, 
making them highly more exciting 
than they ever were.
What the movie lacks in detail, 
it does make up in casting. Crowe 
fills the em battled character of 
Nash with subtlety, clueing us into 
his condition with only an awkward 
smile, a mumbled speech, and the 
constant wiping of the brow with 
his hand, as if erasing something. 
He bounces from merely quiet and 
introverted to crazed and unsure in
a matter of moments.
Connelly brings a breathe of 
delicacy and spirit to her role, play­
ing the part of the woman behind 
the man with precision. Other actors 
include Ed Harris, who 
plays the role of the eerie 
government worker lurk­
ing in the shadows, bring­
ing strength to this oth­
erwise depthless charac­
ter, and Paul Bettany, as 
Nash’s happy-go-lucky 
roommate at Princeton.
The movie does have 
its shining moments and 
Ron Howard succeeds 
quite brilliantly in string­
ing the audience along 
into the same conflicts 
and uncertainties Nash 
experiences, with both 
the schizophrenia and 
real world occupying the same 
plane.
However, the movie also gives in 
once too often to the urge for the 
melodramatic. The final sequences 
of Nash’s quest for normalcy are 
merely repetitive in nature, and fail 
at the intricacy of depicting the 
complex battle, rather giving it an 
oversimplified sentiment.
A Beautiful Mind is delicate and 
allows for a glance into an intricate 
mind, one that is often difficult to 
relate to and comprehend. However, 
if looking for an accurate depiction 
of Nash's life, without overly infused 
inspirational sweetness, one should 
unfortunately look elsewhere.
COURESTY OF YAHOO MOVIES
J e n n ife r  C o n n e l ly  a s  
A lic ia  La rde .
Cyberlife
Continued from p. 11
the site your own finds for posting 
on the site as well, so that when 
your done finding known mistakes, 
you can go looking for the unknown 
ones.
Marshall Brain's How Stuff Works
wwwJTowstutfwofks.com
Named "Best Sci­
ence and Technology 
Resource “ by “Yahoo 
Internet Life," How Stuff 
Works tells you not only 
how to do things like net­
work computers, but 
more importantly how 
things like networking 
work. There is no end to the list of 
things they check out, from billiard 
tables, to how a digital camera 
works. All of the pages are full color
so you can go step by step with 
images to guide you through the 
process. There are even animations 
for things like engines so you can 
watch them work as you read.
Most im portant though is for 
those people who would like to 
use How Stuff Works in a 
project, they will gladly 
allow you permission to 
use materials in projects 
and even show you how 
to cite from their site for a 
bibliography. This is a must 
for any student writing a 
project since sometimes 
it is very hard to know 
exactly how you are to 
cite websites for material. So if it’s 
the explanation of how a doorbell 
works that you need, your first stop 
should be How Stuff Works.
WEBSITE EXCLUSIVE
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W elcom e to the Future
WESS, MSU, SCT Plus, VRS, REGGIE, WFS- What do they 
mean?!
Well, some of these should be obvious to anyone reading 
this page, specifically, of course, MSU (if you don’t know 
this one, you don ’t belong here) and the more vexing VRS, 
or Voice Response System of MSU, that had, up until this past 
Tuesday, provided the only major, though not 
always reliable, form of registering for classes, 
checking grades, and various other func­
tions. Now comes along the powerhouse 
acronym, WESS, or Web Enrolment Services 
for Students, which provides most of the VRS 
functions, and more, through the Internet. 
(wfs.montclair.edu)
The rest of the acronyms? Window dress­
ing. REGGIE is the mostly unused nickname 
of VRS, WFS is simply Web For Students- a 
three word abbreviation for the four-word 
WESS, and SCT Plus, basically WESS's mommy (see the news 
story on page 1 for details) .
WESS represents paym ent of a deb t that had been 
outstanding for a year at least, ever since MSU launched 
its online schedule of courses, at which time something 
along the lines of WESS had been promised. At that time, 
The Montclarion complained of a lack of more Internet 
interfaces for students to get at their records, especially in
_ . |  ^ : \  
light of many other schools already having these functions, 
such as William Paterson and quite a few county colleges.
Go MSU! Finally up to the level of county colleges...
One important feature of WESS is its ability to instantly 
inform a student about the holds he or she may have on 
their account. This is an especially nice feature for students 
to have access to, considering some of the 
recent mishaps in registration land. One such 
problem was with holds not being printed 
on some of the little registration card we all 
receive in the mail, leaving lots of students 
until their day of registration to find out about 
money they may unknowingly owe, or owe 
only through a mistake in the system.
Another important aspect of these new 
online resources is the security under which 
they have been implemented, which is very 
high. Again, in light of some of the mishaps 
that have occurred with computer security on campus, 
most notably a crude e-mail sent in the name of President 
Susan Cole, this was a wise decision.
So, while wading through the acronyms of all of these 
things can be a bit confusing, for now students need only 
remember WESS, which ultimately spells out less confusion 
for students who have more access, and therefore more 
power over their careers here at MSU.
66 WESS REPRESENTS 
PAYMENT OF A DEBT THAT 
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Montclarion Question 
Of the Week:
How Dangerous Is The 
Pothole Situation?
Log on to:
www. themontclarion. com 
to voice your opinion.
______________ _____________________________________________________________________________
<*»»0 *»•?
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Viewpoint
Take the Fighting 
Outside...of the Ring
Entertainment or 
Horror Show?
Cremonlyn Frazier must decide. 
For the last five months, she's bal­
anced her business as a personal 
trainer and her desire to box. She’s 
had two fights and lost both. After 
seeing the movie "Ali" she wants 
to evaluate where boxing fits in 
her life. She gives 
100 percent, four 
days a week, at 
Charlotte Boxing 
Academy off.
After seeing Ali's 
dedication to 
training and 
u n w a v e r i n g  
belief in his 
boxing skills, Fra­
zier wonders if she 
can do more.
"What makes 
a true champion 
is what his heart consists of, his desire, 
his passion," said Frazier. “Fle's def­
initely the greatest fighter of all 
time." The 24-year-old aspiring boxer 
doesn't make the statement lightly. 
Before seeing "Ali" starring Will Smith, 
she believed Mike Tyson was the 
best fighter ever.
For most people Frazier's age, 
Muhammad Ali is a memory, a 
reminder of a time when boxers' 
bodies weren't carved in steel and 
rhyming taunts were edgy. His leg­
endary opponents are shadows of 
boxing’s past - George Foreman's a 
hamburger grill at Target. At a time 
when Americans are re-evaluating 
priorities and redefining the term 
“hero," "Ali" reminds us of a man 
who was a cultural and social leader 
and a champion. His important fights 
weren't always in the ring.
Admittedly, the movie’s saintly 
portrayal isn't balanced. His verbal 
taunts were often brutal, such as 
calling Joe Frazier a "gorilla” and 
an "Uncle Tom.” Ali's appetite for 
women, despite being married and 
Muslim, are slightly acknowledged 
in the film. The film covers a pivotal 
decade in his life, 1964 to 1974, when 
black fought for equality and he 
fought for personal freedom. He 
called himself the "greatest of all 
time," long before rapper L.L. Cool J 
claimed the title. Ali joined the vilified 
Nation of Islam and abandoned his 
“slave” name, Cassius Clay. Yet, he 
refused to let the Nation control 
him. He criticized America for send­
ing black men to die in Vietnam 
while racism endured at home - an 
observation relevant in today's war 
on terrorism - and refused to enter 
the draft. A federal judge sentenced 
him to five years in prison and a 
$10,000 fine. He was stripped of his 
title and boxing license. He spent 3 
1/2 prime boxing years appealing 
the decision and speaking against 
racism. Even in the face of financial 
loss, prison and boxing exile, Ali had 
as much courage to fight for his 
beliefs outside the ring as he had 
inside. His stoic baffles against the 
government, Sonny Liston, Joe Frazier 
and George Foreman were lessons
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in self-determination.
He staunchly believed in himself. 
As Smith, playing Ali, says in the 
movie, "I ain’t got to be what 
nobody else wants me to be, and I 
a in 't afraid to be wbat I want to 
be.” Today, too many kids, teens and 
young adults have 
no sense of self. 
They spend their for­
mative years follow­
ing trends that lead 
to jail for wannabe 
thugs or unwanted 
pregnancies for 
hoochie mamas.
Most star profes­
sional athletes are 
self-absorbed and 
obsessed with their 
contracts and get­
ting their name on 
a tennis shoe. Few use their celebrity 
to promote social change. Instead 
they talk trash, but rarely have the 
skills and character to be a cham­
pion.
Frazier, the aspiring Charlotte 
boxer, doesn't want to be like them. 
This week, she returns to training, 
more dedicated and focused as 
she prepares for the USA Boxing 
wom eh’s invitational in January. 
She hopes some of Ali will rub off 
on her, "I would like to possess his 
confidence. He had a strong belief 
that he was the best,” she said. 
"Somebody like that, they eat and 
sleep their dream."
Tonya Jameson 
Courtesy of KRT Campus
DearVKov\\Oox\CK\,
I am writing in response to the 
article about the student activity 
feeincrease and the budget cuts of 
the SGA printed in your last issue on 
December 13,2001. The relationship 
between the two articles raises many 
questions concerning the financial 
management of the SGA. First, how 
can Jacob V. Hudnut say that the 
referendum he wants to present 
to the student body in the spring 
elections is not an increase but a fee 
re-adjustment? According to the 
article, the referendum is asking for 
a 27 percent increase of the student 
activity fee over a three-year period, 
which is contradictory to the state­
ment in the other article stating the 
SGA can ask the Board of Trustees for 
an increase of two to three percent.. 
My first impression about Mr. Hudnut’s 
statement is that he is throwing water 
in my face and telling me it is not wet. 
An increase is just that, an increase 
and not a re-adjustment and I am 
not sure that such an increase would 
correct the financial problems of the 
SGA.
Looking for a fun night out? How 
about the acrobats, clowns, and 
animal attractions at the circus? 
That’s right, who doesn't love the 
circus? Well, the animals sure don’t!
While you may have thought that 
the circus was all fun and games, the 
truth behind the glamour 
is that many animals are 
tortured and severely mis­
treated in the entertain­
ment arena of circuses.
It is a common mis­
conception that circus 
animal trainers have a 
good relationship with 
the animals that they 
train. Instead, most train­
ers resort to whips and 
chains in order to manip­
ulate their animals. It is 
unnatural for an elephant 
to stand on a tiny plat­
form or for a bear to ride a bicycle. 
While personifying these animals 
for the sake of comedy may seem 
charming,, the torture that the ani­
mals endure is anything but.
Ringling Bros, and Barnum and 
Bailey Circus, who claims itself to 
be a humane establishment, admits 
to the use of chains in handling 
elephants. According to the People 
for the Ethical Treatment of Animals 
(PETA) there is now video evidence 
that Ringling Bros. Circus also uses 
whips, electric prods, and muzzles 
in the treatm ent and storage of 
their animals. PETA's video footage, 
available at peta.com/shows an 
elephant being whipped in the face 
and gauged with metal hooks.
Ringling Bros. Circus has also "cre­
ated” a unicorn as a new attraction
The second question I have is how 
could the President of the SGA sign 
off on a budget of $816,915 when 
the revenue the SGA receives is 
only $750,000. From a business pro­
spective, this is called irresponsible 
financial management. According 
to SGA Treasurer Elhagin, former SGA 
President Michael Kazmir signed off 
on the current budget in April 2001, 
knowing fully well the budget was 
overstated. Kazmir's reasons were 
simply that he was graduating and 
did not care what would happen as 
the result of the over inflated budget. 
That attitude did not surprise me but 
what did was why didn't the current 
SGA President, Jeanette Mammaro, 
rescind that budget the moment she 
took office and prepare a appropri­
ate version that would have been fis­
cally responsible. As president of our 
corporation, she has the responsibility 
of overseeing our finances, failure 
to do so continues the financial 
irresponsibility of the SGA's finances, 
and an increase in student activity 
fees will not correct this problem, 
only make it larger.
by surgically removing the horns of a 
baby goat and moving them to the 
center of his forehead. This horrific 
act is in itself cruel and torturous.
Other circuses have committed 
even worse acts. The polar bears of 
the Mexico-based Suarez Bros. Circus 
are exposed to extreme 
heats and unhealthy condi­
tions. The arctic polar 
bears are forced to per­
form in the tropical climates 
of Mexico, the Caribbean, 
Central America, and South 
America, in which the tem­
peratures raise up to 113 
degrees Fahrenheit. These 
bears are stripped from 
their natural environment 
in Canada to be whipped 
and deprived of food and 
water in order to entertain 
circus-goers. The seven 
bears that are currently in the pos­
session of the Suarez Bros. Circus are 
diseased and emaciated.
In 1998, one Suarez Bros. Circus 
polar bear died an excruciating 
death after a prolonged case of 
heartworm went untreated. The 
Suarez Bros. Circus is in violation of 
the federal Animal Welfare Act and 
is currently being sued for the release 
of the polar bears.
However, such practices unfortu­
nately occur at most of the circuses 
right in your own'neighborhood. So, 
please, if you plan on going to the 
circus, find an animal-free circus to 
attend.
G ina N itting , an  E ng lish  m ajor, is  in  
h e r firs t y e a r as O p in ion  E d ito r o f 
th e  M on tc la rion .
Where is the financial adviser 
to the SGA and is not this person 
supposed to give sound financial 
advice to the SGA executive board? 
In the real world, this person should 
be fired and a qualified financial 
advisor should be found. It was also 
stated that the Audit committee is an 
outside firm and it was recommend­
ing changes in the way the SGA 
handles its finances. This statement 
is incorrect as the external auditors 
are only responsible for making sure 
the SGA’s financial statements are 
actuate and within the guidelines 
of accounting standards. What the 
SGA needs is an internal audit com­
mittee, which would be responsible 
for reviewing the SGA’s policies 
and procedures. Since we have 
a nationally recognized School of 
Business, why not use their resources 
in putting the SGA and its finances 
back on track. The SGA should stop 
being run as a social club and more 
like the $ 750,000 corporation it is 
supposed to be.
Ned T. Gross, Jr.
Accounting Major
1
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SGA’s Bad Business Sense
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MSUopinions@hotmail.com or sent to The Montclarion - Attn: Opinion Page Editor, Montclair State University, 113 Student Center Annex, Upper Montclair, NJ 07043.
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INTRAMURAL SPORTS REGISTRATION
Registration Period: January 16 -  January 24 
Team and Free Agent (Player without Team) Entry Meetings:
i i -----  USE REGISTRATION FORM BELOW
etball aterInner-Tube Polo
January 22 (4pm) or January 24 (6pm) 
Student Center Commuter Lounge
January 28 (4pm) or January 30 (6pm) 
Student Center Commuter Lounge
Play for both Men’s/Women’s and Coed Teams!!!
Pick up and Submit Team Registration Forms in the Student Center Commuter Lounge 
Any Questions about Intramurals or Recreation? Call the Campus Recreation Office 655-5350/7883
<ss>
ALSO COMING THIS SEMESTER:
Intramurals
Softball, W iffleball, Badminton, Tennis, Indoor and Outdoor Soccer, Quickball, G olf Tournament, Kickball
Special Events
Hunter Mountain Ski Trip (Sat Feb. 9), Trivia Night, Ultimate Frisbee, One-Pitch Softball, Spelling Bee, 
3 on 3 Basketball, Dean vs. Students Volleyball and Softball, Rec. Fun Night (cards, darts), Bowling Trip
Fitness
Group Fitness Classes (Cardio Kick, Aqua Aerobics, Stress Relief), Triathlon, Bench Press Contest,
Sports and Fitness Day (Feb. 22), Target Fitness Challenge
LIKE WHAT YOU SEE? COME TO A REC BOARD MEETING.... EVERY FRIDAY. 2 pm, 4th Floor Student Center f SC-417)
Montclair State University 
Intram ural Team Entry Form -  Spring 2002
Which Spott{s): Inner-Tube Water Polo Basketball Both
(circle your choice)
F o r f e i t  F e e : $ 0  $ 4 0  $ 3 0
I f  you choose both, and yon forfeit Inner-Tube W ater Polo, yon may forfeit Basketball also. Choose Wisely.
Team Name:___________________ ________ *______
Water Polo Division: (circle one) Women Coed Men
Basketball Division: (circle one) Women A Women B Coed Men A MenB
Au iNfOKMAtiON Required fob Entby to be Vaud
TeamCapta« : ________ ____________________________________ Phone:
E-Mail __________________
Alternate Capta«: _______________________ j________ Phone:.
E-M a i l : _____________________________________
Basketball Availability Inner-Tube Watet Polo Availability
Sun 7:15-8:15 8:15-9:15 9:15-10:15 10:1511:15
Mon X 8:15-9:15 91510:15 10:1511:15
Tues X 8:15-9:15 91510:15 10:1511:15
Wed X 8:15-9:15 91510:15 10:1511:15
Thur X 8:15-9:15 91510:15 10:1511:15
Sun 915900 9151000
Mon Class Class
Tues 915900 91510:00
Wed 915900 9151000
Thur 915900 9151000
Please cross out when you CANNOT play. If you cross off mote that half the slots, your team will not be allowed in die league.
Registration Period: December 3 -Ja n u a r y  24,2001
Special Notes (Please make sure that you have read and understand)
•  Ai leaS one team representative M UST attend the entire Mandatory Meeting for each sport to be in the league (NO EX C EP TIO N S ).
•  Players may compete« both a Men/Wamen league, A N D  A  C O -E D .
•  Please do not enter both sports (Inner-Tube Water Polo and Basketbal) unless you plan on showing up for both.
•  If you enter both Water Poto and Basketball, the team roster D O E S  N O T  have to be the same lot boffi. Mate sure you have a min, of 5 players 
before you enter a team.
•  We are trying to promote Inner-Tube Water Poto. That is why ffie irNtial forfeit fee «  SO. However, teams test enter Water Polo and forte# w »  be 
forced to pay a forfeit fee.
•  A I teams make the pteyofh i i  both sports. ExcepSons: Teams that do not maintain a 3.0 Sportsmanship G .P A  Teams that receive 3 technical 
fouls during the regular season. Teams (hat F O R F E IT  O N E  G A M E . Teams tiat are deemed not to be actiig in 9 »  best interest of the Inbamural 
Program. Teams tiat use ineigfole players.
■ •  Enby Forms must be submilled to (»Assistant Director of Campus Recreation in foe Commuter Lounge, or at Panzer Gymnasium and Student 
Center Cate during enlry sigtwp bme (In January around noon).
(■___________________________________________ agree to have a team representabveis) atone of the team meetings where I w i  be
Wormed of an the roles, regulations, and sign a participation agreement_________ '_________________________________________ ,
BUS IS FREE
LEAVES RED HAWK DINER a t 7:00 A.M./RETURNS a t 8:00 P.M.
$20 Non-Refundable Deposit due Friday February 1st. 2 p.m. 
Pay A t Campus Rec. (Keith x5350; S tudent Center 104-J)
T rip  is lim ited to  f irs t  45 people 
Sign-Up NOW!
Beginner Skiers Welcome
$55  (lift ticket/equ ipm ent ren ta l) 
$35 (lift tic k e t only)
T earn Captain Signature
The Montclarion
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Capta in  r ib m a n  i" Prize Fighter by Sprengelmeyer & Davis
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ACROSS 
1 Like the sea 
6 Oven setting 
10 Yearn
14 In flames
15 Sign
16 Yummy
17 One’s son’s son’s 
son
20 Dish using stock
21 Itemize
22 Readily available
23 _  rehearsal
25 Phonograph 
record
26 Zoo attraction 
29 Lights out
32 Permit
33 Hive worker
35 Fort__, NJ
36 Disparaging 
remark
37 Combat between 
knights
38 Chap
39 Bond
40 May or June
41 Monterrey mister
42 Surround
44 Om, for one
45 Take on
46 Puget or Pamlico 
48 Fight site
50 Thaw
51 Place one’s stake 
55 Tailor’s
requirement
58 Comfort
59 Gripping tool-
60 In the company 
of
61 Tiny feathered 
friend
62 I second that!
63 Thick
DOWN
1 Droops
2 Frizzy do
3 In __of
4 Hatch
5 Still
6 Actor Karloff
7 Gather
8 English county
9 Finish 
10 Horrified
i 2 3 4 5
1
t *
7 8 9
1
11 12 13
14
5 r1 7 1 8 1 9
2 0 ■ I ■ 2 2
2 3 2 4 ■ »
2 6 2 7  ' 2 8 m 2 9 3 0 31
3 2 m■ 3 3 34 m3 5
3 6 u1 37 ■ 3 8
3 9 ■ 4 0 1 41
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4 5 ■ 4 6 4 7
4 8 4 9
1
5 0
i
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5 8
!
5 9
1
6 0
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11 Simultaneous
12 Embrace
13 Miniature 
whirlpool
18 Narrow, secluded 
valley
19-Scold mildly
24 Horizontal lineup
25 Fender flaw
26 Moisten 
periodically
27 Worn out
28 Salad dressing
29 Flapdoodle
30 Bach’s “Mass in 
B__" :•
31 Newsboy’s shout
33 Completed
34 Not a groovy 
groove?
37 Ballplayer 
Canseco
38 French police 
officer
40 Upright
41 Japanese 
honorific
DITHERED TWITS by Sian Waling
You may notice some post-operative 
behavioral changes. More often than not, 
Head people become quiet and withdrawn.’
43 Lime tree
44 Mixed 
breed
46 Feel
47 Ancient
48 Once more
49 Backdoor
50 Cause bodily 
harm
52 Sign gas
53 Soaks up rays
54 Rim
5 6 Marie Saint 
57 Owned
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w ebsite  
can help
Slackere/tennpaperblues!
IS YOUR BRAIN 
STILL ON _ 
WINTER BREAK?
We can help'-
When you bum the candle 
at both ends, it goes out 
too soon.
Sleep deprived 
Americans have a 70% ML 
higher death rate.
A lack of sleep can
cause marital strife, W /fl
poor job performance, p
and more. California 
Department o f Health 
statistics show that people 
w ho get less than the 
recommended amount 
of sleep have a 70% higher death rate*
Highways are a particularly dangerous place.
Sleepproblems put drivers at risk tornaaoskeps. Uncontrollable 
waves of fatigue where you nod off at the wheel. Each year drowsy 
drivers cause at least 100,000 crashes, killing more than 1,500 people 
and injuring another 71,000.**
Sleep help is available. New  treatments are helping m illions 
of Americans get the restorative sleep their bodies crave. N ow  they're 
rested, happier and more productive, too. Burning the candle at both 
ends is not only dangerous... it's unnecessary.
Talk to your doctor or go 
to our FREE Risk Assessment 
page on the web. a public service ofNATIONAL SLEEP FOUNDATION
70% higher mortality in a 9 year follow-up period for people getting 6 hours of sleep or less per night. Wingard, 
l u .., nerkman, L.F., Mortality risk associated with sleeping pattern, Sleep, 1983; 6(2): 102-7.
‘ National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 1995.
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E xperienced  fem a le  bab ys itte r 
needed in W est O range to care 
for 2 1/2-year-old toddler girl. Call 
973-325-2539.__________ __
Babysitte r needed fo r Saturday 
Nights for toddler, In West Orange. 
Mature, responsible person with 
experience. If interested, call Suzy 
973-324-0572._________________
Student who enjoys working with 
children to be with 13-year-old in
our U__________________________
Upper M ontclair home Tuesdays 
7-10:30. Must have car. Refer­
ences required. Excellent salary. 
Call 973-783-3908._____________
B abys itte r w anted 3 -5 :30  a fte r 
school and to help with homework 
for 8 and 10-year-o ld. F lexib le 
days. Call Michele 973-509-1768.
BABYSITTER for 2 wonderful 
kids. M on-Fri, 1-7 p.m. Exp., 
non-smoker, excellent references. 
Clean driving record. Must have 
car. Salary nea. 973-632-0651.
fo r rent
Furnished room for rent. NON- 
SM O KER , FE M A LE p re fe rred . 
Approxim ate ly 1 1/2 m iles from  
Montclair State University. Please 
call after 7 p.m. 973-744-3113.
1990 4-door Honda Civic. Power 
locks and windows. A-C & 
heat. A u to m a tic  w ith  105,000 
miles. $2,500 or best offer. 
973-482-7673.
help w anted
EARN $1000 FOR YOUR GROUP. 
Work on campus to raise money for 
your student group or organization. 
Make your own schedule and earn 
$5 per app lication. Please call 
1-800-808-7450._______________
Nationally known bridal designer 
needs full-time help in her studio 
in M illhurn, New Jersey. Some 
know ledge o f word process ing  
necessary. Call 973-762-1001 
after 6:00 p.m._________________
jo in  us
Want to be a part of making this 
publication what it is or what you want 
it to be? Join Us! Come down to The 
Montclarion, Student Center Annex 
room 113, call us at 973-655-5241 
and speak to an editor of you choice, 
or e-mail Mike Sanchez, Managing 
Editor: msumanaging@hotmail.com. 
W herever your interest lies, The 
Montclarion has a job for you. So, 
come on bv...________________ ■
how can you keep a kid off drugs?
The truth is, a little of your time can make a lifetime of difference. 
Because kids with something to do are less likely to do drugs. 
You can help. For more information on drug prevention programs 
in your community, call or visit:
1 8 7 7  KIDS 313 www.youcanhelpkids.org
Office of National Drug Co
fo r salechild care w anted
s t a n d i n g s
Through 1/15
Men’s Basketball
NJCU
NJAC
6-2
Overall
10-4
Richard Stockton 5-3 10-4
MSU 5-3 11-4
Ramapo "5-3 9-4
Rowan 5-4 9-6
TCNJ 4-4 9-6
Rutgers-Camden 4-4 9-5
Kean 2-6 7-8
WPU 2-6 7-8
Rutgers-Newark 3-6 6-9
Women’s Basketball
NJAC Overall
Kean 7-1 10-4
Richard Stockton 7-1 10-4
Ramapo 6-2 J 1-2
Rowan 9  6-2 . 7-7
Rutgers-Camden 5-3 10-4
TCNJ 4-4 8-7
MSU 2-6 5-9
NJCU 1-7 5-9
Rutgers-Newark.. 1-7 - 
1-7
3-9
WPU
J  y
3-12
Women’s Swimming
NJAC Overall
TCNJ ; ’ . l- o 3-2
Rowan Ì - 0 3-1
WPU' i - i 6-2
MSU 0-1 0-2
Kean 0-1 5-2 
• ».
r i
Interested in a 
Career
Dealing with Sports?
Come join The Montclarion's 
Sports Section and cover 
some o f Division I ll’s best 
teams and rivals.
f Develop writing,
I communication, 
|and editing skills.
I j ■'
See how it feels to be a real beat 
I reporter at a major paper 
by sitting at the sidelines and 
doing post game interviews.
If sports is your life, why not 
make a living off of it? 
C a ll x 5 2 4 1  and ask for 
Mike Sanchez or Eli Gelman 
for more information.
V ____ ____ J
Sports January 17, 2001 • Montcldrion
t h i s  w e e k ’ s
A c t i o n
( ---------- ----- --------- --------|------>
MEN’S BASKETBALL
Sat. 19 vs. Rowan 
4 p.m.
Wed. 23 @ WPU 
8 p.m.
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
Sät. 19 vs. Rowan 
2 p.m.
Wed. 23 @ WPU 
6 p.m.
WRESTLING
Sat. 1 9 -Sun 20 
@ Ohio State 
TBA
Wed. 23 vs. TCNJ 
7 p.m.
MEN’S/WOMEN’S
SWIMMING
Sat. 19 @ Rowan/Kean# 
1 p.m.
*  N e w  Je rs e y Athletic Confe rence Contests 
*
# Women's Meet
V  _________________________>
R e s u l t s
Senior Forward 
Hometown: Union, NJ
Skeete was named the MVP for the Billy Mar- 
tucci Holiday Tournament scoring 30 and 25 points 
a game. In the six game span over the break,* 
Skeete averaged 18.6 points per game.
h o n o r a b l e  m e n t i o n
Joseph Thomas 
Junior Center 
Carteret, N J
Thomas was second in scoring over the break 
averaging 12.3 points per game. In the game 
against Staten Island, Thomas scored a game- 
high 21 points.
( -----------------------------------------^
Men’s Basketball
12115 -MSU 74, Goucher 67 
12127 - MSU 84, Worcester (MA) 74$ 
12128 - MSU 64, Savannah 59$
115 - MSU 77, Staten Island 63 
119 - MSU 87, Ramapo 67*
1111 -MSU 56,TCNJ 53*
Women’s Basketball
12112 - Salisbury 69, MSU 52 
114-Savannah 70, MSU40 
117-MSU 70, York 42 
119 - Ramapo 60, MSU 50*
1111 -TCNJ 67, MSU 52*
Wrestling
114
Columbia 26, MSU 13 
MSU 41, NYU 18
‘ N ew  Jersey Athletic Conference Contests 
$ Billy Martucci Holiday Tournament
________________________>
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Darryl Louis
Louis came in first in the finals of the Men’s 
400-Meter Dash in the 2002 Yale University 
Track Classic in New Haven, CT on Sat. Jan. 12. 
Louis ran a time of 49.62 seconds.
r
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Enrique Llanos
Llanos won the Men’s 55-meter High Hurdles 
finishing in a time of 7.52 also at the Yale Uni­
versity Track Classic. He won earlier the semi­
final round with a time of 7.63.
Tom Baldwin
Baldwin qualified for the 3,000 meter “Feature” 
race at the prestigious Milrose Games at Madi­
son Square Garden on Feb. 1. Baldwin, who 
will be matched up with Olympic hopefuls in the 
race, is just the second Division III runner to 
ever compete in a “Feature” race. His qualifying 
time was 8:30.00.
See th e  R e s u lts  o f  th e  
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Men Roll 9 W’s Over
Red Hawks Move Up into 3rd Place in NJAC
By Mike Sanchez 
Managing Editor
it seems like the Batman 
and Robin duo of the 
2001-2002 men’s basketbal 
team, Joey Mafias and 
J o s e p h  
Thom as, 
got a new
Ramapo 6 7
Montclair State 87
Montclair State 56
TCNJ 53
partner in 
their battle  against NJAC 
foes in senior Darius Skeete.
Now a fearsome-three, 
the Red Hawk cladded 
champions pace on after 
a nine- 
g a  m e 
w in n in g  
streak that 
surpasses an eight-gam e 
winning streak in the '93-'94 
season. Quiet in thé early half 
o f the season, Skeete has 
ripped the opposing defense 
averaging 18.6 points per 
contest.
Skeete was named Most 
Valuable Player in the Billy 
M artucci Holiday Tourna­
ment, which is hosted by the 
Red Hawks. Skeete had his 
two most productive nights 
scoring 30 and 25 points.
But as big as the stepping 
up of Skeete has been to this 
team, it's been the obscured 
technique of making free 
throws that has made MSU a 
threat in the final 10 games 
of the season.
Lets break it down:
In the 74-67 victory, over 
Goucher, MSU hit 63 percent 
of their free throws. Though 
that's not a great percent­
age, they connected in the 
closing minutes of the game 
to ward of a Goucher come­
back. Thomas connected 
on eight of 10 in the game 
including five of six in the final 
three minutes to keep final a 
seven point victory.
Against Worcester, MSU
had a 18-point lead dwindle 
when Worcester took the 
lead in the opening posses­
sion of the second half. A 
year ago, in the first game of 
the season, the Red Hawks 
saw the same thing happen. 
The end result was a loss, but 
this team battled back to 
close the game on a 18-5 
run. Again the free throws 
becam e important as the 
team connected on 11 of its 
final 15 shots.
When Savannah came in 
for the holiday tournament, 
the Red Hawks went back in 
forth with Savannah, took a 
big lead, saw it go from 10 
to just a one-point lead with 
•1:17 left in the game. So 
you know what that means? 
Close games always mean 
big free throws. MSU’s shot 
77 percent from the line, 
including a perfect 4-4 in the 
final 80 seconds of the game 
as they went on to win by 
five.
You're probably yawning 
- let’s face it free throws 
aren’t exactly exciting. But 
let's continue.
The following day, against 
the College of Staten Island, 
MSU did take a command­
ing 21-point lead and never 
gave up much ground 
as they went on to win 
77-63. (Perhaps they learned 
against Worcester to never 
stop playing no matter how 
big a lead). Now with a 
14-point win you're thinking 
so how do free throws fit into 
this one. MSU made 13 of 
them. Say they missed all 13 
its a one-point game. (OK 
so I’m stretching it, but it 
was a blowout and it was a 
blowout because they hit 72 
percent of their shots. Key 
here: Consistency).
. When the NJAC contests 
started up on Jan. 9, 
Ramapo, then seeded
number one in the NJAC, 
faced off against MSU. The 
Red Hawk team had jelled 
better and went on to a 
20-point win. The Red Hawks 
where lead by the some­
what quiet senior Omar 
Boothe who had 18 points 
and two blocks in the game. 
The killer here, although it 
was a big win, was Boothe's 
1-7 at the line. The rest of the 
team shot 6-7. But we’ll give 
this game to the defense 
who played thief 12 times to 
Ramapo's zero.
Their next NJAC contest 
came against The College of 
New Jersey. Again, like the 
game against Savannah, 
MSU held on through the 
game shooting just 27 per­
cent from the floor. How did 
they win this game 56-53? 
Don't laugh - but they won 
it by - now read it out loud 
- with free throws. TCNJ hit 
6-13 from the line. MSU hit 
17-24, that's 70 percent of 
their shots versus TCNJ's 46 
percent.
So in four of the six games 
free throws played a big 
part.
In their last six wins, the 
wins have come on the con­
sistency and important things 
such as free throws, holding 
leads, not crumbling after 
a team rallies and making 
big shots.
In essence, what all these 
wins mean is that fundamen­
tals like free throws win. It 
was something that last years 
team wasn't able to do to 
well. It is something Head 
Coach Ted Fiore preaches. 
It’s not a flashy dunk or a 
no look pass that awe the 
coach, its the 11-15 from the 
line in the closing minutes of 
the game that put you up 
two points, rather then down 
three points and looking for 
three to tie the game.
Women Break Apart
Lose 7 of Last 9 Games by 17.5 Average
By Mike Sanchez 
Managing Editor
The women’s basketball 
team struggled over the 
break as they went 1-4 
picking up their only. win 
at York
Ramapo 60
Montclair State 50
70-42. The
|__________________ |  t e a m
struggled 
in all assets of the game as 
they lost by 17,21,10 and 15. 
The team, now 5-9 overall 
and 2-6 in the NJAC, started
the season well but have 
now lost seven of their last 
nine. The Red Hawks lost by 
an average of 17.5 in those 
seven games.
The team shot dismally 
over the stretch shooting 
31 and 25 percent in two 
g a m e s .  
The one
_ ____________  g a m e
they won
the team shot 48 percent.
Leading the way for the 
Red Hawk offense was Jas­
mine Batts who has been
Montclair State 52
TCNJ 6 7
the one consistent for the 
team all season. The team's 
leading scorer averaged 12 
points a game but d idn ’ t 
get much out of her team­
mates who showed up in 
spurts. Stephanie Ellerbe and 
Stephanie Croley added 12 
and 14 against Salisbury but 
then chipped in 0 and 6 
points against Ramapo.
The team under first year 
coach Head Coach Jamie 
Hoffman now faces NJAC 
opponents who seem to 
have MSU’s number.
Track and Field
The 2002 Yale University Track Classic in New Haven, 
CT. this past Saturday saw Darryl Louis and Alex Torres 
finish first and second in the finals of the Men’s 400-Meter 
Dash.
Louis ran a time of 49.62 seconds, while Torres finished 
right behind him at 50.24.
Enrique Llanos took the Men’s 55-Meter High Hurdles, 
finishing at 7.52
MSU's relay team finished third in the Mens 4x400 
Meter relay.
Wrestling
On the Jan, 4 Columbia Triangular, MSU lost to 
Columbia 26-13 then rebounded to beat NYU 41-18 
recording seven victories and six pins.
Eduard Aliakseyenka won both of his matches to 
go 13-1 on the season. Jess Monzo recorded his team­
leading 15th straight victory. Chris Knapp won both 
of his heavyweight matches againt NYU in just over 
90 seconds.
The team is now 5-2 in dual matches.
Swimming
«. The women's team had a meet at East Stroudsburg 
losing 150-87. They are 2-5 on the season.
The men, also 2-5 on the season have not swam since 
the Nov 30-Dec 2 meet at Kutztown where they finished 
in sixth place along with the girls.
Baseball
After finishing third in last year’s Division III College 
World Series, the Red Hawks came in ranked fourth in the 
Pre-Season rankings, which came out in mid-December.
Rank School ^ 2001 Record Final 2001 
Rank
1. Marietta (Ohio) 48-9-1 2
2. St. Thomas (Minn.) 39-10 1
3. Chapman (Calif.) 37-11 7
4. Montclair State (N.J.) 38-11 *  3
5. Salisbury (Md.) 33-13 4
6. Cortland State (N.Y.) 34-11 5
7. Southern Maine 37-14 6
8. Eastern Connecticut State 38-13 12
9. Wis.-Whitewater 31-11 13
10. Illinois Wesleyan 37-15-1 8
11. Emory (Ga.) 36-9 9
12. Wartburg (Iowa) 37-9-1 11
13. Allegheny (Pa.) 31-11 10
14. Wooster (Ohio) 34-10 24
15. Ohio Wesleyan 41-12 15
16. Cal State-Hayward 27-18 16
17. Williams (Mass.) 33-5 17
18.. Gwynedd-Mercy (Pa.) 33-16 18
19. Ripon (Wis.) 33-9 19
20. Southern (Texas) 40-11 20
21. John Hopkins (Md.) 33-14 23
22. Bridgewater (Va.) 26-16 nr
23. Wis.-Stevens Point 29-14 26
24. Rensselaer (N.Y.) 22-16 27
25. Augustana (III.) 30-14 29
26. DeSales (Pa.) 30-12 30
27. Maryville (Tenn.) 24-14 nr
28. St. Olaf (Minn.) 29-9 rv
29. Aurora (III.) 27-15 nr
30. William Paterson (N.J.) 23-14-1 nr
